Leadership-in-Action

Program Duration: 1 Day
Location: Camp Joy
Facilitators: Lisa Nack

Overview:
Leadership-in-Action is a 1-day workshop that provides
participants the opportunity to explore and put into practice
the skills and tactics of the Team Learning Wheel, the
cyclical practice of reflecting, connecting, deciding and
doing. A key role of a leader is to keep the wheel moving.

Description: Through hands-on experiences,
discussion and reflection in a unique outdoor setting, Camp
Joy, Leadership-in-Action will offer participants the
opportunity to:
 Explore the conditions required to create an environment that is open to exploration (learning).
 Utilize a “Trigger List” to scan for possible ideas and issues to consider in the pre-planning and
formal planning stage of a project or initiative.
 Practice the “art of reflection” -- uncovering beliefs and assumptions that inform our decisions,
influence our actions, and impact our results.
 Understand the importance of “shared meaning” in creating and refining vision, goals, or objectives.
 Practice facilitating “joint planning” (decision making) that will increase clarity and alignment during
implementation.
 Experience how time spent in reflecting, building shared meaning and jointly planning turns
coordinated action (doing) into a polished initiative.

Audience: Leadership-in-Action is designed for leaders interested in improving their team and
organizations strategic capability, long-term performance, competitive edge, and ability to support

innovation.
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Facilitators:
Lisa Nack is the Corporate Program Manager for the Leadership & Development
division of Camp Joy where she utilizes her expertise in experiential learning, team
and leadership development, change management and facilitation to design and lead
corporate programs. Prior to her coming on board in 2010, she was a managing
partner in the Nack-Reuther Group, an organizational development practice focused
on enhancing individuals, teams and organizations ability to achieve results. Over the
past 20+ years, Lisa has had the opportunity to partner with a variety of organizations
including Cincinnati Bell, E.W. Scripps, Time Warner Cable, Mercy Health Partners, Procter & Gamble,
Xavier University, University of Dayton, Wright State University, Sinclair Community College, Council
on Aging, University Hospital’s Emergency Medicine Department, Kettering College of Medicine and
Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. She holds a MS in Counseling and an MBA from Southern Illinois
University-Carbondale.
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